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INTERCOLONIAL!DOUBLE-TRACK THE
Intercolonial Railway 

measure and as a
measure of lasting importance to

Canada. Halifax is a world port W1 _ , _____ :i,„a
Lilities, but it is being strang
approach facilities. The Intercolonial,^
Pacific (via St. John) and the National Transcontmen^ 

Halifax freight into Moncton, r
W, freight m„„be '“"aTg
a single-track railway. The port or
bottle with a very small neck. to England and

On this continent the neares p . ;mooftance
Prance is Halifax. This is a factor
when bottoms are at such a premium ability offor wor,d civilization may depend laying
American and British shipping ^ can save up-
Power of the Hun. The avenig » the Atlantic if 
tvards of eight days in a ’-«turn np acr Boston
^he sails from Halifax >nstead of from ,f of from
or New York ; and upwards of { « Jn the Halifax route
St- John. That means that a *■ re m€rli food,
Can carry from one-quarter to one- q{ similar size
ammunition and supplies than ca

ROM Moncton to Halifax the 
should be double-tracked asF a war

all pour

1degree to which this geograpu f ; rivaled by..dizoci The magnificent hart»^ a, Haiti» ^
ÇW m the shipping world. As & doubt be equip- 

P^ans mature at Halifax, that port ra;iway congestion 
Ped with facilities of first class, nless the Inter-
^ still drive traffic into ^“^K?acked.
colonial from Moncton to Halifax h ck railway

Operating officials state that a day in each
Operate little more than 4°° fr®‘f1 for efficient pas- 
d‘rection from any terminal, About that many cars
s“nger operation at the same time. 0hablv more than 
Ko into and leave Halifax daily, anc P thousands of 
that number arc handled at St. John, but
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cars from the Canadian West and Western United States, 
now routed to .American ports, would go to Halifax if the 
Canadian Government Railways could handle them.

The railways to the American ports are heavily 
congested. The whole shipping problem on the 
Atlantic coast would be materially relieved by widen
ing the neck of the Halifax bottle. The Canadian 
Government Railways could no doubt handle from three 
to four times the present volume of traffic at Halifax were 
the line double-tracked from Moncton. Such an outlet 
for another eight or twelve hundred cars daily would not 
only relieve traffic congestion, but also, for the reasons 
outlined above, would be equivalent to a substantial in
crease in the number of freighters and transports under 
the Allied flags. The cost of this double-tracking would 
probably not exceed $12,000,000. It should be voted from 
the funds of the last Victory Loan, without hesitation and 
without delay, at the present session of Parliament.

GOVERNMENT OFFICE BUILDING

fTAHNDERS are now being called by the Public Works 
I Department for the construction in Ottawa of a nine- 

story office building which is being opposed by some 
Ottawa engineers anti architects upon the ground that it 
does not conform with the excellent plan completed two 
years ago by the Federal Plan Commission, and that it 
will only anchor permanently what is now but the tem
porary inconvenience of the scattered location of war-time 
department overflows.

The government has been urged to adhere to the 
principles of the Federal District plan, and to construct 
this $1,500,000 building on government property in such 
location as to conform with the plan. There being no 
accepted or determined architectural design for the large 
group or main scheme of department buildings, it has 
been suggested that for the present only the steel and con
crete be erected and fitted with factory sash, the outer 
shell of decorative stone to be added later when more funds 

available and when the whole group of buildings has 
been finally designed. It has been said that this would 
permit at a minimum cost of a thoroughly hygienic and 
economical building, with all heating, ventilating and 
other equipment permanently in place.

In reply to an enquiry from The Canadian Engineer 
whether the government had given consideration to the 
Federal District plan in designing this building, Hon. 
Frank B. Carvell, Minister of Public Works, writes :—

“We have considered the Federal District plan for 
Ottawa very carefully, and the construction of the pro
posed office building in no way. interferes with the sugges
tions therein provided for. The plan, so far as the gov
ernment was concerned, practically made a suggestion as 
to what should be done on the north side of Wellington 
Street. The government of Canada is to-day paying 
$650,000 annually to the landlords of Ottawa, some of 
these rentals being on a fair basis and others amounting 
to little short of extortion. The war has brought an 
enormous influx of new officials to the service, and the 
Public Works Department is practically at its wits’ end 
to find accommodation for them. Were we to commence 
the construction of a building on the general plan and 
along any plan which would be commensurate with build
ings of that nature from an architectural standpoint, it 
would take two and a half to three years to get any unit 
ready for occupation, at a cost of 100 per cent, above 
normal and probably with an office capacity of not
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